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NOW OFFERING GROUP CLASSES! – Registration now through end of January
Group classes are a cost savings over private lessons and allows students to experience playing their
instrument with other musicians. IT’S FUN, IT’S EDUCATIONAL AND IT’S AFFORDABLE!
CHORUS
This course is designed for vocalists of all ages who are new to the experience of performing with others. This unique
opportunity will allow students to experience the fun, challenge, and excitement of ensemble performance and teamwork. The
course will consist of several rehearsals which will focus on learning and applying musical techniques and theory to choral
scores, as well as group performance. Completion of the class will also offer a performance at David's Music House.
GROUP GUITAR
In this group-style class, we will be exploring the basics of playing the guitar! We’ll be digging into everything from music
theory, note and chord names, scale rudiments, picking, and fretting technique; to song structure, history, styles and types, and
basic maintenance (tuning, cleaning, string changing, set-up) of the guitar. At the end of the semester, we will have a small
performance showcasing what we have accomplished during the semester-long course.
STRING ENSEMBLE
This class is designed for string players who are new to playing in an ensemble or who have some previous ensemble
experience. This is a great opportunity for students wishing to apply what they are learning in private lessons to group
performance work. Skills that will be developed in this class include score marking, critical listening, performance etiquette and
more!
MANDOLIN FROM SCRATCH
This class is designed for adults or mature young adults who take learning seriously. Lee will cover different strumming and
chording styles, how to transpose songs to more comfortable keys, and how to keep up in the ever demanding jam session
atmosphere.
SLOW JAM FOR STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
Learn how to play your stringed instrument in a classic jam situation. Students should already know basic chords. This
instructional jam class will use simple songs to teach beginner to intermediate players of all stringed instruments to follow along
and contribute to a blues, bluegrass, and old time style jam session.
SAXOPHONE ENSEMBLE
This group class is for Intermediate to advanced Students and will explore the saxophone in 20th century music with students
who want to deepen their craft, as well as developing basic improvisation skills, an understanding of harmony, and ensemble
playing.
SONGWRITING
This class is for the musician who has played other people’s music, but has not yet created something themselves or has limited
experience doing so. Student should already know how to play an instrument and be able to follow basic musical instruction as
an individual. Young adults, adults, and teenagers are welcome.
RECORDING WORKSHOP
Using state of the art software, microphones, and a variety of other studio essentials; the art of recording engineering, sound
theory, signal flow, mic placement, and studio secrets are unveiled, bringing the aspects of music and technology to life. We
want to encourage our students to get involved with the modern side of music.

Reserve your spot TODAY! 724.941.9200 or DMH@davidsmusichouse.com
‘Lil Davy says: We sell
gift certificates at DMH!

